ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in both hardware and software technologies have resulted in an enormous increase of the number of images that are available in multimedia databases or over the Internet. As a consequence, the need for techniques and tools supporting their effective and efficient manipulation has emerged. To this end, several approaches have been proposed in the literature regarding the tasks of indexing, searching, and retrieval of images.
The very first attempts to address these issues concentrated on visual similarity assessment via the definition of appropriate quantitative image descriptions, which could be automatically extracted and suitable metrics in the resulting feature space. Coming one step closer to treating images the way humans do, these were later adapted to a finer granularity level, making use of the output of segmentation techniques applied to the image (Smeulders, Worring, Santini, Gupta, & Jain, 2000) . While low-level descriptors, metrics, and segmentation tools are fundamental building blocks of any image manipulation technique, they evidently fail to fully capture the semantics of the visual medium by themselves; achieving the latter is a prerequisite for reaching the desired level of efficiency in image manipulation. To this end, research efforts have concentrated on the semantic analysis of images, combining the aforementioned techniques with a priori domain specific knowledge, so as to result in a high-level representation of images (Al-Khatib, Day, Ghafoor, & Berra, 1999) . Domain specific knowledge is utilized for guiding low-level feature extraction, higher-level descriptor derivation, and symbolic inference.
Depending on the adopted knowledge acquisition and representation process, two types of approaches can be identified in the relevant literature: implicit, realized by machine learning methods, and explicit, realized by model-based approaches. The usage of machine learning techniques has proven to be a robust methodology for discovering complex relationships and interdependencies between numerical image data and the perceptually higher-level concepts. Moreover, these elegantly handle problems of high dimensionality. Among the most commonly adopted machine learning techniques are Neural Networks (NNs), Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), Bayesian Networks (BNs), Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and Genetic Algorithms (GAs) (Assfalg, Berlini, Del Bimbo, Nunziat, & Pala, 2005; Zhang, Lin, & Zhang, 2001 ). On the other hand, model-based image analysis approaches make use of prior knowledge in the form of explicitly defined facts, models, and rules (i.e., they provide a coherent semantic domain model to support "visual" inference in the specified context) (Dasiopoulou, Mezaris, Kompatsiaris, Papastathis, & Strintzis, 2005; Hollink, Little, & Hunter, 2005) .
Regardless of the adopted approach to knowledge representation, the inclusion of spatial information in the knowledge exploited during the analysis process makes necessary the definition and extraction of spatial relations from the visual medium. The relevant literature considers two categories of approaches for the latter task: angle-based and projection-based approaches. Angle-based approaches include Wang, Makedon, Ford, Shen, and Golding (2004) , where a pair of fuzzy k-NN classifiers are trained to differentiate between the AboveBelow and Left-Right relations, and the work of Millet, Bloch, Hede, and Moellic (2005) where an individual fuzzy membership function is defined for every relation and applied directly to the estimated angle-histogram. Projectionbased approaches include Hollink et al. (2004) , where qualitative directional relations in terms of the centre and the sides of the corresponding objects' MBRs were defined, and Skiadopoulos et al. (2005) , where the use of a representative polygon was introduced.
Furthermore, in the real world, objects exist in a context. Representing context is a research issue of great importance (Edmonds, 1999) affecting the quality of the produced results, especially in the field of multimedia analysis in general and knowledge-assisted image analysis in particular. The latter can be defined as a tightly coupled and constant interaction between low-level image analysis algorithms and higher-level knowledge representation (Athanasiadis et al., 2005) , an area where the role of context is crucial. In recent years, a number of different context aspects related to image analysis have been studied, and a number of different approaches to model context representation have been proposed (Zhao, Shimazu, Ohta, Hayasaka, & Matsushita, 1996) .
In this article, an approach to knowledge-assisted image analysis based on coupling explicit prior knowledge in the form of prototypical instances, spatial relations, and contextual information is described. This ap-proach is part of the aceMedia 1 EC-IST project dealing with efficient multimedia content access and personalized delivery. More specifically, a novel ontological representation for context is utilized combining fuzzy theory and fuzzy algebra (Klir & Yuan, 1995) with characteristics derived from the Semantic Web, like the statement's reification technique (W3C, RDF Reification, 2004) . In this process, confidence values of labels assigned to regions on the basis of low-level visual information similarity are optimized according to a context-based confidence value readjustment (CCVR) algorithm (Mylonas, Athanasiadis, & Avrithis, 2006) . This is followed by a second optimization process utilizing the output of the former as well as spatial information as input to a genetic algorithm, which decides on the optimal semantic interpretation of the image.
The article is organized as follows: "System Overview" presents the aceMedia system architecture. "Low-Level Visual Information Processing" discusses low-level visual information processing, whereas "Knowledge Infrastructure" describes the employed knowledge infrastructure. "Context and Spatial Optimization" addresses the issues of context and spatial optimization making use of the previously defined processing methods and knowledge representations. Experimental results for a collection of photographs belonging to two different domains are presented in the sixth section and conclusions are drawn in the final section.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW Overall Architecture
The current approach was developed in the aceMedia project (aceMedia) and addresses the issues of efficient multimedia content access and personalized delivery by integration of multimedia analysis technologies with Semantic Web tools and techniques (Figure 1 ). More specifically, aceMedia develops tools to automatically analyze content, generate semantic metadata and annotation, and support personalized and intelligent content search and retrieval services (Figure 2) .
A key component of the aceMedia system is its Knowledge Assisted Analysis module (KAA), which creates automatic multimedia annotations using an ontology driven approach. In KAA, low-level image features are extracted from the multimedia content using tools such as segmentation to atom regions and MPEG-7 descriptors extraction. Conversion of the MPEG-7 descriptors into an RDF representation enables reasoning to be applied such that objects and areas in the scene can be identified with reference to the appropriate domain ontology. Subsequently, the KAA module, using a methodology detailed in the sequel, decides on the labeling of the atom regions with a set of concepts from the domain ontology. The approach that is followed is generic and applicable to any domain as long as appropriate domain ontologies are designed and made available.
Within aceMedia, the automatically generated metadata can be exploited by the personal- Figure 1 . Overview of the aceMedia system ization module, which creates a model of user preferences and profiles enabling personalized search and presentation of content. The user model is dynamically updated by learning on user behavior as users interact with their content. Furthermore, semantic multimedia annotation in aceMedia is exploited in user-centered applications such as intelligent search and retrieval. aceMedia tools under development include user query interpretation, hybrid visual-semantic search, and retrieval, and improved relevance feedback. In the remainder of this article, the focus will be on the Knowledge Assisted Analysis module (KAA) of aceMedia and the supporting technologies.
Knowledge Assisted Analysis Within aceMedia
The overall architecture of the proposed knowledge-assisted analysis framework is illustrated in Figure 3 . First segmentation is applied, and subsequently low-level descriptors and spatial relations are extracted for the generated image segments. Once the low-level descriptors are available, an initial set of hypotheses is generated for each image segment based on the distance between the segment's extracted descriptors and the domain concepts prototypical descriptors that are included in the knowledge base. Thereby, a set of plausible annotations (i.e., domain concepts) with corresponding degrees of confidence is produced for each segment. These graded hypotheses are then passed to the context analysis module that refines them utilizing the ad-hoc contextual knowledge, as will be described in more detail in the sequel. The refined hypotheses sets along with segment spatial relations are then passed to the genetic algorithm, which based on the provided domain concept definitions decides on the optimal semantic interpretation.
LOW-LEVEL VISUAL INFORMATION PROCESSING

Segmentation, Feature Extraction and Initial Hypotheses Generation
In order to implement the initial hypotheses generation procedure, the examined image has to be segmented into regions and suitable Figure 2 . aceMedia overall multimedia analysis and understanding architecture low-level descriptions have to be extracted for every resulting segment. In the current implementation, an extension of the Recursive Shortest Spanning Tree (RSST) algorithm has been used for segmenting the image (Adamek, O'Connor, & Murphy, 2005 In order to produce the hypotheses sets, appropriate measures need to be defined for qualitatively assessing visual similarity between the examined image segments and the defined domain concept prototypes. As MPEG-7 does not provide a standardized method for combining different descriptors distances or for estimating a single distance based on more than one descriptor, a weighted sum approach was followed, resulting in the calculation of a single scalar distance D for each hypothesis.
Thereby, for each segment a similarity degree DOC is produced against each of the defined domain concepts, as follows:
where the slope parameter m is experimentally set. The pairs of domain concept and corresponding degree of confidence that result for each segment comprise its hypotheses set.
Fuzzy Spatial Relations Extraction
Exploiting domain-specific spatial knowledge in image analysis tasks is a common practice among the object recognition community. It is generally observed that objects tend to be present in a scene within a particular spatial context and thus spatial information can substantially assist in discriminating between objects exhibiting similar visual characteristics. Among the most commonly adopted spatial relations, directional ones have received particular attention. In the present analysis framework, eight fuzzy directional relations are supported, namely Above (A), Right (R), Below (B), Left Fuzzy directional relations extraction in the proposed analysis approach builds on the principles of projection-and angle-based methodologies (Skiadopoulos et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2004) and consists of the following steps. First, a reduced box is computed from the ground object's (the object used as reference, painted dark grey in Figure 4 ) Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) so as to include the object in a more representative way. The computation of this reduced box is performed in terms of the MBR compactness value c, which is defined as the value of the fraction of the object's area to the area of the respective MBR: If the initially computed c is below a threshold T, the ground object's MBR is reduced repeatedly until the desired threshold is satisfied. Then, eight cone-shaped regions are formed on top of this reduced box as illustrated in Figure 4 , each corresponding to one of the defined directional relations. The percentage of the figure object (the object whose relative position is to be estimated, painted light grey in Figure 4 ) pixels that are included in each of the cone-shaped regions determines the degree to which the corresponding directional relation is satisfied. After extensive experimentations, the value of threshold T was set equal to 0.85.
KNOWLEDGE INFRASTRUCTURE
Among the possible knowledge representation formalisms, ontologies present a number of advantages (Staab & Studer, 2004) . They provide a formal framework for supporting explicit, machine-processable semantics definitions, and they facilitate inference and the derivation of new knowledge based on rules and already existing knowledge. Thus, ontologies are suitable for expressing multimedia content semantics in a formal machine-processable representation that will allow automatic analysis and further processing of the extracted semantic descriptions. Following these considerations, in the aceMedia project framework, the ontology infrastructure, in a resource description framework (RDF), introduced in (Bloehdorn et al., 2005) has been used as the means for representing the knowledge components needed. As illustrated in Figure 5 , it consists of a Core Ontology whose role is to serve as a starting point for the construction of new ontologies, a Visual Descriptor Ontology that contains the representations of the MPEG-7 visual descriptors, a Multimedia Structure Ontology that models basic multimedia entities from the MPEG-7 Multimedia Description Scheme (ISO/ IEC Part:3, 2001), and Domain Ontologies that model the content layer of multimedia content with respect to specific real-world domains.
Core Ontology
In general, core ontologies are typically conceptualizations that contain specifications of domain-independent concepts and relations based on formal principles derived from philosophy, mathematics, linguistics, and psychology. The role of the core ontology in this overall framework is to serve as a reference point for the construction of new ontologies, to provide a reference point for comparisons among different ontological approaches, and to serve as a bridge between existing ontologies. In the presented framework, the DOLCE (Gangemi, Guarino, Masolo, Oltramari, & Schneider, 2002) ontology is used for this purpose. DOLCE was explicitly designed as a core ontology, is 
Visual Descriptor Ontology
The visual descriptor ontology (VDO) (Simou, Tzouvaras, Avrithis, Stamou, & Kollias, 2005) represents the visual part of the MPEG-7 and thus, contains the representations of the set of visual descriptors used for knowledge assisted analysis. Its modelled concepts and properties describe the visual characteristics of the objects. The construction of the VDO attempted to follow the specifications of the MPEG-7 Visual Part (ISO/IEC Part:3, 2001). Because strict attachment to the MPEG-7 Visual Part became impossible, several requisite modifications were made in order to adapt the XML schema provided by MPEG-7 to an ontology and the data-type representations available in RDFS. The tree of the VDO consists of four main concepts, which are VDO: Region, VDO:Feature, VDO:VisualDescriptor, and VDO:Metaconcepts. None of these concepts is included in the XML schema defined MPEG-7, but their need was vital in order to create a correctly defined ontology. The VDO: VisualDescriptor concept contains the visual descriptors, as these are defined by MPEG-7. The VDO:Metaconcepts concept, on the other hand, contains some additional concepts that were necessary for the VDO, but they are not clearly defined in the XML schema of MPEG-7. The remaining two concepts that were defined, VDO:Region and VDO:Feature, are also not included in the MPEG-7 specification, but their definition was necessary in order to enable the linking of visual descriptors to the actual image regions. For example, consider the VDO: VisualDescriptor concept, which consists of six subconcepts, one for each category of the MPEG-7-specified visual descriptors. These are color, texture, shape, motion, localization, and basic descriptors. Each of these subconcepts includes a number of relevant descriptors. These descriptors are defined as concepts in the VDO.
Multimedia Structure Ontology
The multimedia structure ontology (MSO) models basic multimedia entities from the MPEG-7 Multimedia Description Scheme (ISO/IEC Part:5, 2001) and mutual relations like decomposition. Within MPEG-7, multimedia content is classified into five types: image, video, audio, audiovisual, and multimedia. Each of these types has its own segment subclasses. MPEG-7 provides a number of tools for describing the structure of multimedia content in time and space. The Segment DS (ISO/IEC Part:5, 2001) describes a spatial or temporal fragment of multimedia content. A number of specialized subclasses are derived from the generic Segment DS. These subclasses describe the specific types of multimedia segments, such as video segments, moving regions, still regions, and mosaics, which result from spatial, temporal, and spatiotemporal segmentation of the different multimedia content types. Multimedia resources can be segmented or decomposed into sub-segments through four types of decomposition: spatial, temporal, spatiotemporal, and media source.
Domain Ontology
A domain ontology was developed for representing the knowledge components that need to be explicitly defined under the proposed approach. This contains the semantic concepts that are of interest in the examined domain (e.g., in the beach vacation domain: Sea, Sand, Person, etc.), their prototypical low-level characteristics as well as their spatial relations.
As opposed to concepts themselves that are manually defined by domain experts, prototypical visual descriptor instances for each of the concepts of interest, which are required for the initial hypotheses generation during the matching process described in the subsection "Segmentation, Feature Extraction and Initial Hypotheses Generation," and spatial relations are extracted using a training set of images. More specifically, to populate the domain knowledge with prototypical visual descriptor instances, sample images of a training set are processed with the M-Ontomat-Annotizer tool, that allows linking domain concepts with low-level visual descriptor values (Saathoff, 2006) . The values of spatial relations for the concepts of the given domain are estimated according to the following ontology population procedure:
Let S = {s i , i = 1,...I} denote the set of regions produced for an image by segmentation, C = {c p , p = 1,...P} denote the set of concepts defined in the employed domain ontology and: are estimated according to the procedure of the subsection "Fuzzy Spatial Relations Extraction" and belong to [0, 1] . To populate the ontology, this function needs to be evaluated over a set of segmented images with ground truth annotations that serves as a training set. More specifically, the mean values, I ρ k mean , of I ρ k are estimated, for every k over all region pairs of segments assigned to objects (c p ,c q ), p ≠ q. The calculated values are stored in the ontology. These constitute the constraints input to the spatial optimization problem which is solved by the genetic algorithm, as will be described in the subsection "Spatial Optimization."
Context Ontology
A "Fuzzified" Context Model
As found in the literature, the term context has many interpretations, as well as definitions (Mylonas & Avrithis, 2005) , none of which is globally applicable. It is therefore very important to establish a working interpretation, in order to benefit from and contribute to multimedia analysis. The problems to be addressed include how to represent context, how to determine it, and how to use it to optimize the results of knowledge-assisted analysis. Results of the latter are highly dependent on the domain an image belongs to and thus in many cases are not sufficient for the understanding of multimedia content. The lack of contextual information (Mylonas et al., 2005) in the process is a major limitation toward a better analysis performance and together with similarities in numerous low-level characteristics of various object types results in a significant number of misclassifications. We introduce a method for further improving the results of the proposed knowledge-based approach, based on a contextual ontology.
In general, it is possible to formally describe an ontology as the entire set of concepts and semantic relations between concepts within a given universe:
where O forms an ontology, C is the set of all possible concepts it describes and R c i ,c j the semantic relation amongst two concepts c i ,c j . Any type of relation may be included in an ontology, however, for the problem at hand a "fuzzified," ad-hoc context ontology is introduced in order to express all relationships between participating concepts. In order for this ontology to be highly descriptive, it must contain a representative number of distinct and even diverse relations among concepts, so as to scatter information among them and meaningfully describe context. In this work we utilize a set of relations whose semantics are defined in MPEG-7 (Benitez, Zhong, Chang, & Smith, 2001) , namely: PartOf (P), SpecializationOf (Sp), PropertyOf (Pr), inContextOf (Ct), Location (Loc), InstrumentOf (Ins), and PatientOf (Pat).
However, when modelling real-life information governed by uncertainty and fuzziness, only fuzzy relations can handle such issues. In fact, the previously encountered relations can be modelled as fuzzy relations. Thus, in order to extract and use the desired ontological context, we define it by means of fuzzy ontological relations:
where O F forms a domain-specific "fuzzified" ontology, C is the set of all possible concepts it describes, r c i ,
..n denotes a fuzzy ontological relation amongst two concepts c i ,c j and R c i ,c j is a crisp semantic relation amongst the two concepts. We shall use this "fuzzified" definition of the knowledge model throughout this article.
Contextual Knowledge Representation and Ontological Relations
The proposed contextual ontology model is able to represent any type of fuzzy relation between concepts F(R c i ,c j ) = r c i ,c j . All relations between concepts are contained within an RDF-based representation, forming the overall contextual knowledge. Describing the accompanying degree of confidence is carried out using reification (W3C, RDF Reification, 2004) (i.e., by making a statement about the statement, which contains the degree information). Reification was used in order to achieve the desired expressiveness, whereas representing fuzziness with reified statements is an acceptable way, since the reified statement should not be asserted automatically. For instance, having a statement, such as Car inContextOf MotorsportScene and a degree of confidence of 0.85 for this statement, does obviously not entail, that a car is always in the context of a motorsports scene.
More specifically, let us select one fuzzy relation, namely the partOf relation P, which is a fuzzy taxonomic relation on the set of concepts. P(a,b) > 0 means that b is a part of a. For example a could be a boat and b could be a sail. An example of its formal representation is presented in Figure 6 .
The proposed model can be seen as a graph in which every node represents a concept and each edge between two nodes a contextual relation between the respective concepts. Additionally each edge has a corresponding degree of confidence that represents fuzziness existing within the context model. Non-existing edges are implying non-existing relations (i.e., relations with zero confidence values are omitted).
Finally, another important point to consider is the fact that each concept has a different probability to appear in the scene. A flat context model (i.e., relating concepts only to the respective scene type) would not be sufficient in this case. We model a more detailed graph where ideally concepts are all related to each other, implying that the graph relations used are in fact transitive. As observed in Figure 7 , every concept participating in the contextualized ontology has at least one link to the root element. Additional degrees of confidence exist between any possible connections of nodes in the graph, whereas the root beach element could be related either directly or indirectly with any other concept. This results to the notion of context relevance, described in greater detail in the following section of this work.
CONTEXT AND SPATIAL OPTIMIZATION Context Optimization
Once contextual knowledge structure is defined and corresponding representation is implemented, a context-based confidence value readjustment (CCVR) algorithm is introduced to aid in the field of multimedia analysis. Our contextualization approach acts as a post-processing step on top of the initial set of hypotheses that re-estimates the initial labels degree of confidence for each image segment. In the process, it utilizes contextual information residing in the constructed context ontology and passes the optimized results to the genetic algorithm. We exploit context, constructed by a semantically meaningful combination of the previously selected fuzzy relations. More specifically, each label is related to a specific concept c k of the application domain ontology and stored together with its relationship degrees to any other related concept. To tackle cases that more than one concept is related to multiple concepts, we introduce the term context relevance cr dm (c k ) which refers to the overall relevance of concept c k to the root element of the domain dm. An exhaustive approach is followed considering all possible routes in the graph, with respect to the fact that all routes between concepts are reciprocal. Estimation of each concept's context relevance is derived from two sources:
1.
Direct relationships of the concept with other concepts.
2.
Indirect relationships, utilizing a suitable distance metric operator.
Let us present a simplified but illustrative example (Figure 8 ) derived from the beach holidays contextualized ontology part, presented in Figure 7, In this case, we observe that the direct relationship between the two concepts dominates the context relevance value for concept sky. A similar approach is followed for every concept participating in the context ontology.
After estimating each concept's context relevance value and according to the CCVR algorithm described in Mylonas et al. (2006) , we identify the optimal normalization parameter for the domain and define the minimum considerable value of an initial degree of confidence. For each label accompanied by a degree of confidence higher than this value, we examine the supplied domain ontology and identify the concept in the domain that is related to it. Then for each identified concept we obtain the particular contextual information in the form of its relations to the set of any other concepts and calculate the new degree of confidence for the label associated to the region, based on the normalization parameter and the context's relevance value. In the case a concept is related to additional concepts apart from the root element of the ontology, an intermediate aggregation step is applied to calculate the concept's context relevance value, as already explained.
Key points in this approach are the identification of the intra-concepts relation- ships between all concepts, the definition of a meaningful normalization parameter and the identification of the optimal initialization value for the initial confidence values. When reevaluating these values, the ideal normalization parameter is always defined with respect to the particular domain of knowledge and is the one that quantifies their semantic correlation to the domain. The overall process is terminated when belief to the labelling output provided initially is not strong enough, that is, there are no more labels with an acceptable initial confidence value above the specified initialization value. The result of this contextualization step is the meaningful readjustment of the initial degrees of confidence accompanying each image segment, increasing the efficiency and robustness of the proposed hybrid semantic image analysis methodology and providing optimized input to the genetic algorithm, as described in the next section.
Spatial Optimization
As outlined in "System Overview," after the initial set of hypotheses is generated based solely on visual features and these are refined using context, a genetic algorithm (GA) is introduced to decide on the optimal image interpretation using the fuzzy spatial relations that have been computed for every pair of image segments. The GA is employed to solve a global optimization problem, while exploiting the available domain spatial knowledge, and thus overcoming the inherent visual information ambiguity. Spatial knowledge is obtained as described in the subsection "Domain Ontology" and the resulting learnt fuzzy spatial relations serve as constraints denoting the allowed domain objects spatial topology.
Fitness Function
The proposed optimization process uses as input the context-refined hypotheses sets (as already described in the subsection "Context Optimization"), the fuzzy spatial relations extracted between the examined image segments, and the spatial-related domain knowledge as produced by the particular training process. Under the proposed approach, each chromosome represents a possible solution. Consequently, the number of the genes comprising each chromosome equals the number I of the segments s i produced by the segmentation algorithm and each gene assigns a defined domain concept to an image segment.
An appropriate fitness function is introduced to provide a quantitative measure of each solution's fitness (i.e., to determine the degree to which each interpretation is plausible):
where CR denotes a particular chromosome, FS norm refers to the degree of low-level descriptors matching, and SC norm stands for the degree of consistency with respect to the provided spatial domain knowledge. The variable λ is introduced to adjust the degree to which visual features matching and spatial relations consistency should affect the final outcome.
The value of FS norm is computed as follows: is the sum of the minimum degrees of confidence assigned to each region hypotheses set and
is the sum of the maximum degrees of confidence values respectively. For the computation of SC norm the approach described in the following subsection is followed.
Spatial Constraints Verification
Estimating the degree to which the spatial constraints between two objects to segment mappings g ip , g jq are satisfied is a prerequisite for exploiting spatial information in the analysis procedure. In this work, this degree of satisfaction is expressed by the function I S (g ip , g where W denotes the number of the constraints that had to be examined.
Implementation Issues
To implement the previously described optimization process, a population of 200 chromosomes is employed, and it is initialized with respect to the input set of hypotheses. After the population initialization, new generations are iteratively produced until the optimal solution is reached. Each generation results from the current one through the application of the following operators.
• Selection: A pair of chromosomes from the current generation are selected to serve as parents for the next generation. In the proposed framework, the Tournament Selection Operator (Goldberg & Deb, 1991) with replacement, is used. • Crossover: Two selected chromosomes serve as parents for the computation of two new offsprings. Uniform crossover with probability of 0.7 is used.
• Mutation: Every gene of the processed offspring chromosome is likely to be mutated with probability of 0.008. If mutation occurs for a particular gene, then its corresponding value is modified, while keeping unchanged the degree of confidence.
Parameter λ regulating the relative weights of low-level descriptor matching and spatial context consistency was set to 0.35 after experimentation. The resulting weight of SC norm , points out the importance of spatial context in the optimization process.
To ensure that chromosomes with high fitness will contribute to the next generation, the overlapping populations approach was adopted. More specifically, assuming a population of m chromosomes, m s chromosomes are selected according to the employed selection method, and by application of the crossover and mutation operators, m s new chromosomes are produced. Upon the resulting m + m s chromosomes, the selection operator is applied once again in order to select the m chromosomes that will comprise the new generation. After experimentation, it was shown that choosing m s = 0.4 · m resulted in higher performance and faster convergence. The previous iterative procedure continues until the diversity of the current generation is equal to/less than 0.001 or the number of generations exceeds 50.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results from testing the proposed approach in the domains of beach and mountain vacation images. To acquire the visual descriptors prototypes and the membership values for the spatial relations, a training set of 200 images was assembled (100 for every domain), using a variety of beach/mountain vacations images, and manually annotated according to the domain ontology. Subsequently, segmentation was performed as described earlier, and the Dominant Colour, the Homogeneous Texture and the Region Shape descriptors, i.e., the currently supported descriptors, of the annotated segments were extracted. Approximately 10 prototype descriptor instances resulted for each of the defined domain concepts after the elimination of the redundant ones, i.e., of prototypes almost identical to each other that do not offer any additional discriminative power. Additionally, for each pair of segments the degree to which each spatial relation is satisfied was estimated and thus, following the procedure described earlier for each possible combination of the defined domain concepts, the domain ontology spatial relations were enhanced with fuzzy degrees.
After building the domain knowledge, semantic annotation of images can be performed following the proposed approach. For each of the examined images, the steps described in the low-level visual information processing section (i.e., segmentation, descriptors extraction, and spatial relations extraction, are performed at first). Then, based on the prototype descriptor instances, initial hypotheses are generated for the examined image segments following the matching approach described in the subsection "Segmentation, Feature Extraction and Initial Hypotheses Generation," which are in turn refined through the application of the context analysis presented in "Context and Spatial Optimization." Finally, the updated graded hypotheses along with the extracted spatial relations are passed to the genetic algorithm that determines the final image interpretation.
In Tables 1-2 , quantitative performance measures are given in terms of precision and recall for the two examined domains. It must be noted that for the numerical evaluation, any object present in the examined test set images that was not included in the domain ontologies was not taken into account. In Figures 9-10 , indicative results are given showing the input image and the annotations resulting from the application of the genetic algorithm on the initial hypotheses and on the hypotheses refined by the context. As illustrated, the proposed system achieves satisfactory results that are further improved through the exploitation of contextual knowledge. Thereby, the use of a genetic algorithm to treat image interpretation as an optimization problem is justified, as well as the added value entailed by the introduction and utilization of context into the analysis and interpretation chain. 
CONCLUSION
In this article, the aceMedia approach to semantic image analysis was presented. This is formulated as an optimization problem that couples ontologies with a genetic algorithm. The employed knowledge considers both high-and low-level information, represented using an ontology paradigm. The employed high-level knowledge includes the general domain knowledge in terms of concepts of interest and their spatial relations as well as contextual knowledge in form of fuzzy ontological relations, whereas low-level knowledge consists of low-level visual descriptors required for the analysis process. Following such an approach, images from different domains can be semantically annotated as long as the knowledge based is appropriately populated. The use of ontologies, due to the well-defined semantics that they provide, enables as well the application of inference services on top of the defined conceptualization that can lead to further enhanced annotations that can be inferred based on spatial reasoning. Zhao, J., Shimazu, Y., Ohta, K., Hayasaka, R., & Matsushita, Y. (1996) . An outstandingness oriented image segmentation and its applications. 
